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Trichromatic Concept Optimizes MAD Experiments
in Synchrotron X-Ray Crystallography
ing atoms. This contributes to the improvement of
throughput in crystal structure determination. However,
it is essential for more precise diffraction data sets to
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effect, crystal degradation, and the quality of incidentRIKEN Harima Institute/SPring-8
Mikazuki, Sayo X-ray, since the method depends on weak anomalous
signals by Bijvoet and dispersive differences.Hyogo 679-5148
Japan Most protein crystals suffer from radiation damage.
The radiation damage depends on the amount of radia-2 Department of Life Science
Tokyo Institute of Technology tion dose, and will decay the data quality in time with
irreversible and unpredictable crystal degradation [6].Nagatsuta-cho, Midori-ku
Yokohama 226-8501 Although the cryocrystallographic technique is effective
in reducing the degradation, radiation damage has oftenJapan
3 Institute for Protein Research been observed [6, 7]. Even for such radiation-sensitive
crystals, several data sets of multiple wavelengths haveOsaka University
Yamadaoka, Suita to be collected from only one crystal using highly brilliant
synchrotron radiation in MAD experiments. These ef-Osaka 565-0871
Japan fects make the diffraction intensities of protein crystals
vary during the data collection. As a result, the agree-4 The Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research
Institute (JASRI)/SPring-8 ment factor among data (such as Riso and Rsym) would
be degenerated, and it would be difficult to obtain trueMikazuki, Sayo
Hyogo 679-5198 anomalous signals.
In principle, the Bijvoet and dispersive differencesJapan
would be recorded in different crystal orientations and
different incident X-ray wavelengths, respectively. In
other words, the Bijvoet difference is recorded in a singleSummary
data set, while the dispersive difference can be ex-
tracted as differences between two individual data sets.The trichromatic concept is a new synchrotron beam-
Thus, the degrees of agreement in a single data set andline design that optimizes MAD experiments by reduc-
among data sets affect the quality of MAD phases. Hereing systematic experimental errors with three-colored
we assume that the disagreements between Bijvoet-and coaxial synchrotron X-ray beams produced by a
and dispersive-related intensities are described as thetandem vertical undulator and trichromator. The con-
sum of two components: anomalous terms and time-cept enables rapid and flexible switching of three de-
dependent shift of intensities (time lag error). The latterfined wavelengths, and extends the flexibility of experi-
is caused by unpredictable structural degradation inmental design for MAD data collection. Thus, we can
crystals. In this case, the problem is how to reduce thecollect MAD data taking into account time series ef-
time lag error, and can be solved by considering datafects such as radiation damage. The data based on
collection scheduling. The inverse beam geometry tech-the trichromatic concept gave a better quality electron
nique is often used to improve the agreement of Bijvoet-density map than data collected by conventional meth-
related reflections in single-wavelength data. The tech-ods. It was also revealed that multicolor diffraction
nique is based on the fact that each Bijvoet (Friedel)using dichromatic or trichromatic X-ray beams is ef-
mate is related to the inverse of 180 in the oscillationfective in rapid MAD data collection.
axis, and can be recorded serially only by the rotation of
the axis. The mates are recorded under similar radiation
Introduction conditions at the nearest scene in the time course of
crystal degradation, and contain equal values of the
The trichromatic concept is a new design of synchrotron time-dependent factor. Thus, the time lag error will van-
beamline meant to optimize the multiwavelength anom- ish in the Bijvoet difference. On the other hand, the
alous diffraction (MAD) method using highly brilliant and treatment for the dispersive term has been technically
energy-tunable synchrotron radiation [1]. Nowadays, difficult since it requires rapid wavelength switching,
the MAD method is widely used for crystallographic with rapid tuning and good reproducibility of X-ray opti-
determinations of unknown protein structures [2–4], cal devices.
since the scope of MAD application has been extended The trichromatic concept was designed with consid-
by the use of synchrotron radiation facilities, the biologi- eration of these aspects in MAD experiments and real-
cal technique for the production of selenomethionyl pro- ized at the RIKEN beamline I (BL45XU) at the third gener-
tein [5], and computational development. The method ation synchrotron facility, SPring-8 (Harima, Hyogo,
requires only one crystal containing anomalous scatter- Japan). It has been successfully applied to many crys-
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Figure 1. Schematic Drawing of RIKEN Beamline I and the Trichromatic Concept
(A) Beamline assembly. Two vertical undulators are arranged serially and are called the tandem vertical undulator. The trichromator consists
of three pairs of diamond double-crystal monochromators, and provides the three monochromatized X-ray beams coaxial with each of three
wavelengths (1, 2, and 3) at the same time.
(B) MAD data collection with the trichromatic concept. Three diffraction patterns from three different wavelength X-rays are recorded sequentially
with the same oscillation angle for an identical crystal using the trichromator with the beam choppers. By combining the vertical tandem
undulator, the beamline covers the energy range of 7.5–14.0 keV (0.89–1.65 A˚).
tals with various anomalous scatterers. These results liance (low-divergence) beams of different energies from
two successive undulators, (2) high-energy resolutionshow that the trichromatic concept is powerful and ef-
fective for MAD analyses. We describe here the trichro- from monochromator crystals made of synthetic dia-
mond, and (3) a rapid switching incident wavelengthmatic concept, the beamline, and the MAD analyses.
using a transparent monochromator for care of the dis-
persive term.Trichromatic Concept and Beamline
The trichromatic concept takes maximum advantageTo promote advanced experiments by the MAD method,
of the third generation synchrotron, especially the effi-we have proposed the trichromatic concept [8]. This
concept is composed of three aspects: (1) high-bril- ciency of undulators. The undulator is a synchrotron
Trichromatic Concept Optimizes MAD Experiments
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Table 1. Data Collection and Phasing Statistics of a ChoA Crystal
Data Cho1 (trichromatic method) Cho2 (conventional method)
Cho11 Cho12 Cho13 Cho21 Cho22 Cho23
Wavelength (A˚) 1.02000 0.97905 0.97960 1.02000 0.97905 0.97960
(remote) (peak) (inflection) (remote) (peak) (inflection)
Observation 260,402 269,821 269,362 261,577 263,567 263,387
Individuals 65,579 66,482 66,428 65,695 66,480 66,499
Completenessa (%) 97.6 (86.1) 99.0 (98.3) 99.0 (98.3) 97.6 (86.4) 98.8 (98.1) 98.8 (98.2)
Rmergea (%) 4.9 (18.3) 5.3 (22.9) 8.4 (27.7) 4.5 (16.5) 4.8 (20.1) 7.6 (29.7)
I/I 18.5 17.4 17.5 19.8 18.7 17.1
Riso with remotea (%) 5.7 (9.8) 4.8 (9.4) 6.4 (10.0) 7.1 (11.5)
Riso with peaka (%) 3.2 (8.4) 4.0 (9.1)
Isomorphous rms ()b
(acentric/centric) 8.1/12.5 8.9/14.0 10.3/16.8 8.9/14.7
Anomalous rms ()b 7.32 16.56 8.98 6.37 15.91 8.11
Isomorphous RCullisc
(acentric/centric) 0.83/0.88 0.82/0.84 0.78/0.86 0.78/0.83
Anomalous RCullisc 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.99 0.91 0.93
Mean figure of merit 0.4508 0.4887
Phasing powerd
(acentric/centric) 1.82/— 1.19/0.82 1.22/0.81 1.85/— 1.38/0.89 1.40/0.90
f/f ″e 3.22/0.57 8.01/8.67 9.63/2.54 1.73/0.54 9.92/10.57 9.27/2.13
|φ|	f () 44.2 (33.9) 47.8 (39.4)
a The numbers in parentheses are for the outermost shell (1.80–1.70 A˚).
b Weighted root-mean-square lack of closure:  
 |FPHi  |FP exp(φP)  FH||
c RCullis 
 rms ()/|FPHi  FP|	
d|FH|/	
e Estimated by SOLVE.
f Phase difference with refined model. The models were refined with corresponding diffraction data. Phase differences between the models
were within approximately 3. The numbers in parentheses are for the resolution range of 10–2.5 A˚.
X-ray source composed of two arrays of facing perma- of 1 A˚ (12.4 keV). By using the highly collimated undulator
beam and the 4 0 0 reflection of the diamond crystal,nent magnets, and the emission from it is very brilliant
and highly collimated. However, the tuning of emission high-energy resolution (E/E 
 3  105) can be
achieved, and the energy range covers from 7.5 to 14.0energy is accompanied by the shift of the magnetic
array gap, and the configuration of optical devices must keV (0.89–1.65 A˚). The energy resolution is much better
than that from the coupling of a bending magnet sourcegenerally be realigned. To lessen these time-consuming
processes and to make preparations for all required and conventional Si (1 1 1) monochromator, and thus is
more effective for anomalous measurement. The cylin-incident wavelengths in advance, we constructed the
new concept trichromator accompanied by the develop- drical bent mirror was installed next to the trichromator,
and removes higher order harmonics and collimates thement of synthetic diamond crystals for higher transpar-
ency and higher energy resolution of incident X-rays. beams. The optimized beams finally reach the sample
crystal position, which is placed 50 m from the undula-The RIKEN beamline I at the SPring-8 is schematically
illustrated in Figure 1A. In order to provide X-ray beams tor. The focusing size of the beam is less than 0.15 
0.15 mm2 and the total flux is estimated at over 3–4 with three different energies, we installed two serially
arranged, vertically polarized undulators, which are 1011 photons/s at the sample position. The diffraction
from sample crystals can be recorded on either a CCDcalled tandem vertical undulators [9]. Each undulator is
designed to emit radiation of photon energies from 6 to detector or a fast readout imaging plate detector [11].
Since the trichromator can produce three colored and14 keV as a fundamental harmonic, and is controlled
independently through this energy range. Thus, the coaxial beams, a multiwavelength diffraction pattern
could be recorded on a single oscillation image withundulator beam, which has two energy peaks, is intro-
duced to the trichromator. The trichromator [8, 10] con- dichromatic or trichromatic X-ray incident beams at
once. The Bragg reflections can be recorded separatelysists of three pairs of transparent diamond monochro-
mators, and brings out a “trichromatized” X-ray beam by using two distant wavelengths such as remote and
inflection in MAD experiments, although they mostlyof three different wavelengths (1, 2, and 3) at once.
The switching and combining of any three wavelengths overlapped each other at closer wavelengths. In this
case, the total experimental time would be reduced tocan be achieved in a few seconds by the rotation of the
beam choppers located between two diamond crystals two-thirds. This is also advantageous for scaling and
phasing in MAD calculation.of individual monochromators. Thus, diffraction patterns
of protein crystal from three different X-ray wavelengths
can be successively exposed. Each monochromator Results and Discussion
crystal of the trichromator is made from synthetic dia-
mond with the thickness of less than 0.3 mm and trans- The statistics of ChoA data clearly show that the trichro-
matic concept optimizes MAD experiments and espe-mits about 70% of the incident beam at the wavelength
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Figure 3. Dichromatic Diffraction Analysis of CA
(A) Dichromatic diffraction image. Arrows designated with 1 and
2 indicate the array of the reflections from remote and inflection
wavelengths, respectively.
(B) MAD Fourier map. The map was calculated from MAD phase
with solvent flattening and noncrystallographic symmetry averaging
by CCP4 (DM) [13] and contoured at 1.5 . The picture was drawn
by Turbo Frodo [29].
cially the measurement of dispersive terms (Table 1).
The isomorphous R factor of the trichromatic data is
smaller than that of conventional data. The graph of the
Figure 2. MAD Analyses of a ChoA Crystal
(A) Evaluated fall-off factors of ChoA diffraction images. The first nium sites. The coefficients were used as differences between re-
image of Cho11 data was assigned as reference (B 
 0). Each line mote and inflection data, and peak anomalous data, respectively.
is a Bezier curve fitted for the frame factors of each data set. The maps show a Harker section at w 
 1/2 and its u and v origins
(B–D) Dispersive Patterson (B), Bijvoet Patterson (C), and MAD- are located in the upper left corner. The u and v axes correspond
phased Fourier (D) maps calculated from ChoA MAD data sets. The to the across and down directions, respectively. The MAD Fourier
maps were contoured from 1  with 1  step. The left and right maps at 1.7 A˚ resolution were prepared in the following manner: the
maps were calculated from trichromatic (Cho1) and conventional coefficients and phases were solely calculated by CCP4 (MLPHARE)
(Cho2) data sets, respectively. Patterson maps were prepared in [13] without any phase modification. The maps show surroundings
the following manner: all reflections of less than 3  were excluded of Tyr165 of the ChoA A chain. The pictures were drawn by XtalView/
from the calculation. Solid circles indicate Patterson vectors of sele- Xfit [27] and Raster3D [28].
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fall-off factors shows a critical difference between the tions show severe overlap. For these reasons, the statis-
tics of the dichromatic data were worse than those oftwo data collection methods (Figure 2A). In the trichro-
matic data, the fall-off factors of the same oscillation the monochromatic data (Rmerge and I/I 
 7.1% and 16.4
in remote, 7.7% and 12.5 in peak, and 12.8% and 6.6angles had almost the same values. On the contrary,
the conventional data gave different values depending in inflection, respectively). In spite of this, the obtained
electron density map had good enough quality to inter-on the time series. The qualities of the individual data
were almost the same, or rather the trichromatic data pret the structure (Figure 3B). Dichromatic X-rays can
be used for saving total experimental time and the totalwere slightly worse, than the conventional data in I/
and the merging R factor. cost of beam time.
The statistics of the agreement among the data sets
showed that the trichromatic data are better than the Conclusion
conventional data. This trend was also observed in an- The MAD method is widely used as an experimental
other trichromatic data set, which was collected with phasing method in modern protein crystallography. We
the crystal position identical to Cho2 after Cho2 data have proposed the trichromatic concept, which opti-
collection had been completed (data not shown). Anom- mizes MAD experiments by synchrotron radiation. The
alous difference Patterson maps from each data set trichromatic concept has been applied to MAD analyses
showed distinguished features between the trichromatic of many proteins successfully. In these experiments, we
and conventional experiments. Bijvoet difference Pat- have collected many MAD data sets, including various
terson maps showed consistent patterns (Figure 2C), anomalous specimens (zinc [14–16], selenium [17, 18],
however dispersive difference Patterson maps from the platinum [19, 20], gold [21], mercury [22–24], lead [25],
trichromatic data had higher peaks at reasonable posi- etc.), and successfully achieved straightforward struc-
tions (Figure 2B). This result showed that the signal- ture determination. In conclusion, the trichromatic con-
to-noise ratio in dispersive difference Patterson maps cept is well suited for the de novo crystallographic analy-
could be improved by the trichromatic method. The sis of proteins, and the trichromator is advantageous in
ChoA monomer has seven methionine residues, and its synchrotron protein crystallography.
crystals contain two monomers per asymmetric unit. In
Experimental Proceduresany combination of data, the program SOLVE [12] could
automatically find twelve selenium sites with the excep-
The experimental steps of trichromatic data collection are summa-tion of the N terminus of each monomer, which could
rized in Figure 1B. The first gap of the undulator is set to emit the
not be found in 2FoFc maps at the current status of absorption edge energy of an anomalous scatterer and the other
refinement. is set to emit the remote energy for the control data. The three
wavelengths are selected by inspecting the X-ray absorption nearFurther advantages of the trichromatic data were also
edge spectrum (XANES) prior to data collection.observed in phase calculations by CCP4 (MLPHARE)
In the conventional MAD data collection method, data collection[13] with heavy atom parameters obtained from the re-
is performed serially with different wavelengths. On the other hand,fined model. The statistics based on isomorphous (dis-
in the trichromatic MAD method, data collection is performed serially
persive) difference such as lack of closure and the Cullis with different oscillation angles by rapidly switching wavelengths.
R factor of the trichromatic data were better than those One characteristic parameter available in the trichromator operation
is the number of images to be collected without switching wave-of the conventional data (Table 1). However, the statis-
lengths. For example, if the parameter is set at five, the wavelengthtics of the Bijvoet difference were better in the conven-
is switched over after exposing five frames. This parameter was settional data. The trichromatic concept does not obstruct
at one in all of following trichromatic data collections to minimize thethe use of the inverse beam geometry technique, and
time lag error in dispersive terms. However, recent MAD experiments
the techniques could be applied together if needed to were often performed in between the two modes: the wavelength
improve further agreement of the data. The contribution is changed after collecting a few frames at one wavelength.
The comparison between the trichromatic method and the con-of two anomalous terms in phase determination de-
ventional method was examined with identical crystals and the samepends on the magnitudes and accuracies of the terms,
beamline configuration. The crystals of selenomethionyl chitosa-and thus both final mean figures of merit resulted in
nase (ChoA) from Matsuebacter chitosanotabidus 3001 (mw 
almost the same values. However, the mean phase dif-
34,000, P212121, a 
 51.5, b 
 56.2, c 
 206.8 A˚, Z 
 4, ZSe 
 54)ference and map correlation between MAD phase and took the shape of a bar with dimensions of 0.02  0.02  0.3 mm
true phase (calculated from the refined models) were [17]. Cho1 and -2 data sets were collected with the trichromatic and
better in the trichromatic data. Better mean phase errors conventional methods, respectively. To be identical with respect to
crystal conditions, the two sets were collected from different partsresult in a better electron density map. In particular, the
of an identical crystal. Incident wavelengths were selected withelectron densities for almost all six-membered rings are
Peak 
 0.97905, Inflection 
 0.97960, Remote 
 1.02000 A˚ from theclearly observed as open circles from trichromatic data
selenium XANES profile of the crystal.
at 1.7 A˚ MAD phase (Figure 2D). These facts prove that The dichromatic diffraction measurement was examined with the
the trichromatic concept is quite effective for MAD crystal of zinc-dependent -carbonic anhydrase (CA) from the red
phasing. alga Porphyridium purpureum (P21, a 
 63.4, b 
 112.8, c 
 73.2 A˚,
 
 103.6) [14]. The fluorescence spectrum from the zinc atom wasDichromatic data collection has been successfully ap-
measured to select the wavelengths (Peak
 1.2823, Inflection
 1.2825,plied to the structure determination of -carbonic anhy-
Remote 
 1.0200 A˚). The MAD data collection was performed withdrase (CA). A diffraction image shown in Figure 3A was
dichromatic diffraction of the inflection and remote wavelengthstaken with the X-ray beam including remote and inflec-
and with monochromatic diffraction of the peak wavelength. The two
tion wavelengths. Most of the reflections are separated and one wavelengths were iteratively introduced to the specimen.
and could be processed by conventional densitometry All of the data set was collected at 90 K with imaging plate detec-
tors, R-AXIS IV or V, and independently processed and scaled tosoftware (such as HKL suite), whereas some of reflec-
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merge with the HKL suite [26]. The experimental MAD phase was (Fpg), from an extreme thermophile, Thermus thermophilus
HB8. EMBO J. 19, 3857–3869.calculated with CCP4 (MLPHARE) [13] and/or SOLVE [12].
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